Based on the space curve meshing equation, in this article, a geometry design of a novel circular arc helical gear mechanism with pure rolling for parallel transmission was presented. Different from conventional circular arc gears, the meshing points of circular arc helical gears were limited at the instantaneous centre of rotation. The parameter equations describing the contact curves for both the driving gear and the driven gear were deduced from the space curve meshing equation, and parameter equations of the concave-convex circular arc profiles were established both for internal meshing and external meshing. Furthermore, a formula for the contact ratio was presented, and the impact factors influencing the contact ratio were discussed. Then, the parameter design was presented for the geometry parameters of tooth profiles, such as normal pitch, tooth height and tooth thickness. Using the deduced equations, several numerical examples were then considered, and prototype samples were produced to experimentally validate the contact ratio equation and the theoretical kinematic performance. The circular arc helical gear mechanism investigated in this study showed a high gear transmission performance such as a pure rolling meshing, a high contact ratio and a large comprehensive strength, when considering engineering applications.
Introduction
The meshing of conventional gears is usually based on the principle of conjugate surface meshing. [1] [2] [3] The basic kinematic relations proposed by Litvin and Fuentes 4 relate to the velocities of the contact point to the contact normal for a pair of gears that are in mesh. Involute gears, parabolic gears, 5 cycloidal gears 6 and circular arc gears, 7 which are widely used in industry applications, are designed and manufactured strictly according to this conventional principle of conjugated surface meshing. However, curvature interference and undercut strongly limit the design of tooth profiles and number of teeth, especially in conventional gear designs, for example, involute gears and cycloidal gears. 2, 3 The relative sliding between the driving and driven tooth surfaces of conventional conjugated surface meshing gears is the main factor which causes the transmission failure of wear, scuffling and plastic deformation, especially in worm gears.
The space curve meshing equations have been established by Chen et al. 8, 9 and Chen 10 who thereby established the meshing theory of conjugated space curves. Then, Chen and colleagues [11] [12] [13] developed the conjugate curves theory for arbitrary contact directions. Utilising the space curve meshing equations, line gears have recently been extensively studied for microelectromechanical system (MEMS), including space curve meshing wheels (SCMWs) [14] [15] [16] [17] used in case of intersecting axes with an arbitrary intersection angle and space curve meshing skew gear mechanism (SCMSGM) 18 used in case of skew axes with an arbitrary skew angle.
However, the driving and driven tines of these line gears can both be regarded as cantilever beams, which cannot absorb enough loading for conventional mechanical applications. If the loading is for conventional power transmission, transmission failure occurs in the form of elastic deformation or even a fracture of the tines of line gears. Thus, the line gears introduced above are mainly suitable for micromechanical systems with a low power, 10 and this restricts the applicability of space curve meshing theory.
By adopting the concave-convex meshing form of arc gears, which offers the advantage of a large synthetic curvature radius, a geometry design method for the design of a novel pure rolling circular arc helical gear mechanism (CAHGM) 19, 20 with concave-convex meshing is presented in this article for parallel transmission applications. Then, a formula for calculating the contact ratio for CAHGM is given. After the analyses of contact ratio, the parameter design for CAHGM is presented. Furthermore, the experiments were performed to study the kinematic performance of the fabricated CAHGM prototypes to validate the theoretical transmission model established for the CAHGM.
Geometry design of CAHGM for parallel axes transmission
Space curve meshing coordinate transformation matrix for parallel transmission There are two ways for achieving parallel transmission when designing a pair of CAHGM, that is, external gearing and internal gearing. Figure 1 (a) and (b) shows the coordinate system for external gearing and internal gearing, respectively.
The coordinate transformation matrix M 21 can be expressed by
According to the space curve meshing theory, for a pair of conjugated space curves that are in mesh, the relative velocity at the contact point and the principal normal vector at the contact point must therefore satisfy the following space curve meshing equation
For the following calculations, a cylindrical helix was chosen as the driving contact curve and the meshing point is denoted as P. OP ! is the position vector
The equation of the driven contact curve in S 2 is denoted as r 2 (t), which can be solved by
where
T . For a right-handed cylindrical helix as an example of a driving contact curve, the right-handed driving contact curve in S 1 is given by r 1 (t) = R 1 cos ti 1 + R 1 sin tj 1 + R 1 (p + t) cot bk 1 ð4Þ
where R 1 is the helix radius; b is the helix angle and t is the variable parameter of the cylindrical helix, with t ! Àp.
The unit principal normal vector of the driving contact curve can be represented by 
The relative velocity vector at the meshing point is then given by
When v 1 is given, the relationship between t and f 1 can be calculated through solving equation (2) and the coordinate transformation matrix M 21 for a transformation from S 1 to S 2 can be obtained. Combining equations (2), (5) and (6) yields the following equation
Equation (7) indicates the one-to-one relationship between f 1 and t. This means that the point corresponding to a certain value of t on the driving contact curve will become the meshing point after the driving gear is rotated by an angle of p + t. 9 Theoretically, if there is no interference between the two gears, the value range of t may be without limit. 9 Thus, the application of space curve meshing theory has the advantage of the absence of a meshing limit, which is responsible for the undercut of conventional gears.
Therefore, the rotation angle of the driving gear for the rotation of a driving tooth from entering the meshing to withdrawing from the meshing is Df 1 = Dt. In this study, the value range of t was adjusted to Àp t Dt À p. 9 According to Figure 1 , the centre distance a between the two axes can be calculated by equation (8) for both external gearing and internal gearing
Considering equations (1), (3), (4) and (7), the driven contact curve in S 2 can be written as
According to equation (9) , if the driving contact curve can be described as a cylindrical helix, the driven contact curve is also a cylindrical helix, and the magnitudes of both helix angles are the same. For external gearing, the helix angle of the driven helix is the opposite of the helix angle of the driving helix. For internal gearing, the helix angles are identical. In Figure 2 , two conjugated cylindrical helixes are shown for parallel transmission and an external gearing mechanism.
For parallel transmission, there are two possible designs for the meshing between the two cylindrical helixes: a right-handed cylindrical helix for the driving curve and a left-handed cylindrical helix for the driven curve; or a left-handed cylindrical helix for the driving curve and a right-handed cylindrical helix for the driven curve. Point contact meshing occurs in both cases, and the contact points form a straight line N 1 N 2 in a fixed coordinate system. The straight line N 1 N 2 is the mesh line of the two cylindrical helixes, which is parallel to the rotation axes. Point P is the instantaneous centre of rotation. The meshing between the two cylindrical helixes can be regarded as a pure rolling about P. Thus, the two cylindrical helixes are the centrodes of the driving and driven contact curves, respectively. The meshing between the two cylindrical helixes is a pure rolling meshing, and it could be used for the design of a novel pure rolling CAHGM.
There are three aspects of differences between the proposed circular arc helix gears and the existing circular arc gears. First, the most difference between the proposed circular arc helix gears and the existing circular arc gears is that the meshing contact points of CAHGM are the instantaneous centre of rotation, but meshing contact points of the existing circular arc gears are not the instantaneous centre of rotation. Second, the relative velocity of CAHGM theoretically is 0, but the relative velocity of the existing circular arc gears is not equal to 0, and the relative sliding still exists. Third, CAHGM has large bending strength because they could be designed with low tooth number and have large tooth thickness. But the existing circular arc gears have low bending strength for its special tooth profile design.
According to equations (4) and (9), for parallel transmission, the meshing condition for two cylindrical helixes is as follows: the helix angles of the two cylindrical helixes have the same magnitude, with opposite spiral handedness for an external gearing mechanism and the same spiral handedness for an internal gearing mechanism. The circular arc profiles for a concaveconvex meshing can then be constructed based on a helical motion of two conjugated cylindrical helixes.
Equations of concave-convex meshing circular arc profiles
For u = 1808 and external gearing, the derivation of the circular arc profiles for concave-convex meshing is illustrated in this section. The helicoid can be obtained through a helical motion of a plane curve along a cylindrical helix, as illustrated in Figure 3 . Assume that the centre of a circle L lines on a cylindrical helix C, and the circle L lines in the normal plane of the cylindrical helix C. With the circle L then used as a generatrix, the circular helicoid S can be obtained through a helical motion of the circle L alone the cylindrical helix C. On the circular helicoid S, there are two cylindrical helixes (C up and C down , as shown in Figure 3 ) with the same helix angle and helix radius as the cylindrical helix C. Thus, the meshing between the two circular helicoids can be described as the meshing between the two conjugated cylindrical helixes on the two circular helicoids, as shown in Figure 4 . When the yellow driving gear rotates clockwise, the cylindrical helix C . Make sure the radii of the two generatrix circles are different, and the two circular helicoids should only contact at the instantaneous centre. So the meshing between the two cylindrical helixes realises the transmission between the two circular helicoids, and the two circular helicoids are the tooth surfaces of a designed CAHGM. The parameter equations of tooth surfaces for CAHGM are deduced as follows.
According to equation (4) and using the coordinate system S 1 , the parameter equations of a right-handed helix C 1 can be expressed as follows
and the parameter equations for L 1 are given by
where j 1 is the angle parameter of L 1 , and r 1 is the radius of the circular L 1 . For a right-handed helical motion in the coordinate system S 1 , the parameter equations for the right-handed circular helicoid S 1 can be expressed by According to equation (9) , using the coordinate system S 2 , the parameter equations for the left-handed helix C 2 can be written as
and the parameter equations for L 2 are written as
where j 2 is the angle parameter of generatrix circle L 2 , and r 2 is the radius of the circular L 2 , with r 2 .r 1 .
For a left-handed helical motion in the coordinate system S 2 , the parameter equations for the left-handed circular helicoid S 2 are given by
Equations (12) and (15) describe the circular arc profile for a concave-convex meshing. Switching the lateral rotation of the two circular helicoids S 1 and S 2 does not affect the meshing.
As explained in section 'Space curve meshing coordinate transformation matrix for parallel transmission', if the driving contact curve is a left-handed cylindrical helix, the driven contact curve is a right-handed cylindrical helix. Next, the parameter equations for the circular arc profiles in case of a concave-convex meshing are deduced.
For the coordinate system S 1 , the parameter equations for a left-handed helix C 1 are written as
and the parameter equations L 1 are given by
For a left-handed helical motion in the coordinate system S 1 , the parameter equations for the left-handed circular helicoid S 1 can be written as
and the parameter equations for the right-handed helix C 2 are as given in equation (19) when applying the coordinate system S 2
and the parameter equations for L 2 are given by
For a left-handed helical motion in the coordinate system S 2 , the parameter equations for the right-handed circular helicoid S 2 can finally be written as follows
There are two possibilities for realising the circular arc profiles for a concave-convex meshing. The first design option is shown in Figure 5(a) , where the concave circular arc profile is on the pinion and the convex circular arc profile is on the large gear. The second design option is illustrated in Figure 5(b) , where the convex circular arc profile is on the pinion and the concave circular arc profile is on the large gear. The overall weight of the first system is larger than the overall weight of the second system. Therefore, in this study, the second design option was chosen to achieve a concave-convex meshing due to its more lightweight design.
Calculation of sliding ratios for CAHGM
CAHGM belongs to the meshing theory of space curve meshing, and the meshing between the two circular helicoids can be described as the meshing between the two conjugated cylindrical helixes on the two circular helicoids. Consider the two gears are rigid model, and there is no deformation between the two surfaces. According to Wu, 3 the sliding ratios of conjugated surfaces are expressed by
Section 'Space curve meshing coordinate transformation matrix for parallel transmission' indicates that point contact meshing occurs with CAHGM, and the contact points are the instantaneous centres of rotation at any meshing time. Meanwhile, equations (4), (6), (7) and (9) yields
That is to say, the sliding ratios of conjugated surfaces of CAHGM theoretically are 0.
Design formula for tuning the contact ratio equation and impact factor analysis

Design formula for tuning the contact ratio
The contact ratio of classical gears was defined in Budynas et al., 22 but its definition was complex in form and in calculation. The contact ratio for SCMW for vertical transmission and arbitrary intersecting axes has been studied previously, and the contact ratio e of an SCMW is given by 10, 17 
Substituting Df 1 = Dt into equation (24) 
Equation (23) indicates that if helix angle b remains constant, the contact ratio e of a CAHGM system depends on the tooth number and the variable parameter t of the helix, but not on u, R, a or r.
Impact factor analysis
Contact ratio design based on the cylindrical helix parameter t. Only an external meshing was considered. For u = 1808, z 1 = 4, R 1 = 15 mm, b = arctan 0:4, i 12 = 3, r 1 = 2 mm and r 2 = 2:5 mm, the equations for describing the circular arc profiles of a concave-convex meshing were obtained by plugging the values into equations (3)-(25). The results of the kinematic simulations performed for four different pairs of CAHGM Pro/E moulds are presented in Figure 6 , with Dt = p=2 and e = 1 in Figure 6 (a), with Dt = 3p=4 and e = 1:5 in Figure 6 (b), with Dt = p and e = 2 in Figure 6 (c) and with Dt = 5p=4 and e = 2:5 in Figure 6(d) .
The results indicate that when the tooth number is fixed, the contact ratio increases with the parameter value range of cylindrical helix. The clearance between the contact curves remains constant, but the tooth width gradually increases, as shown in Figure 6 . When e was increased from 1 to 2.5, the corresponding tooth width in Figure 6 (d) increased to 2.5 times the tooth width in Figure 6(a) . Contact ratio design based on tooth number z. Only external meshing was considered. For u = 1808, Dt = 2p=3, R 1 = 30 mm, b = arctan 0:4, i 12 = 3, r 1 = 1:6 mm and r 2 = 2 mm, the equations for describing the circular arc profiles of a concave-convex meshing were obtained by plugging the values into equations (3)- (25). The results of the corresponding kinematic simulations performed for four different pairs of CAHGM Pro/E moulds are presented in Figure 7 , with z 1 = 3 and e = 1 in Figure 7 (a), with z 1 = 6 and e = 2 in Figure 7 (b), with z 1 = 9 and e = 3 in Figure 7 (c) and with z 1 = 12 and e = 4 in Figure 7(d) .
The results indicate that when the parameter value range of cylindrical helix is fixed, the contact ratio increases with the tooth number. The tooth width remains constant, but the clearance between the contact curves gradually decreases, as shown in Figure 7 . When e was increased from 1 to 2, the clearance between the contact curves in Figure 7 (b) decreases to half the clearance in Figure 7 (a).
Design based on the minimum tooth number z min . For a contact ratio equal to or larger than 1, the allowable minimum tooth number z 1 and the value range of the parameter Dt were determined.
According to equation (25), Dt is indirectly proportional to z 1 , when e is fixed. To simplify the analysis, only external meshing was considered. For e = 1:2, u = 1808, R 1 = 15 mm, b = arctan 0:4, i 12 = 3, r 1 = 4 mm and r 2 = 5 mm, the equations for describing the circular arc profiles of a concave-convex meshing were again obtained by plugging the values into equations (3)-(25). The results of the corresponding kinematic simulations performed for three different pairs of CAHGM Pro/E moulds are presented in Figure 8 , with z 1 = 1 and Dt = 2:4p in Figure 8 The results showed that the minimum tooth number of the CAHGM which can ensure a contact ratio larger than one is one, when the value range of the parameter Dt is sufficiently large. Thus, the proposed CAHGM can achieve gear ratios comparable to worm gears because the tooth number of the driving gear z 1 can be set to a very small number, such as one or two. At the same time, the transmission efficiency is higher compared to worm gears because the theoretical relative velocity of the meshing point of the CAHGM gear pair is 0 to avoid the occurrence of relative sliding.
Parameter design for CAHGM
A meshing sketch for a pair of CAHGM is shown in Figure 9 (a). Exactly, the contact point P may lie everywhere from Point A to Point B on the concave arc curve. When it lies at Point A, it makes edge contact. When it lies at Point B, it is hard to transmit power. So, in this article, the contact point is set be on the middle radii distance of Point A to Point B, as shown in Figure 9 (b). And Point A should be replaced by a transition fillet with fillet radius r 2 . Figure 10 illustrates evolution of the two cylindrical surfaces which are passing through the driving cylindrical helix and the driven cylindrical helix, respectively. The normal module m n was used for calculating the normal pitch p n . The basic design parameters of the CAHGM are listed in Table 1 . The parameter f denotes the ratio of the tooth thickness s 2 to the width of the space e 2 at the pitch circle of the driven gear. When f = 1, s 2 = e 2 . The parameter k denotes the ratio of radius of circular tooth to radius of arc groove. The radius of circular tooth is less than that of arc groove, and k\1. The value of k should be set close to 1, which could increase the synthetic curvature radius of the concave-convex tooth profiles, could decrease the contacting stress between the concave-convex tooth profiles and could enhance the contact fatigue of convex tooth profile.
The other parameters required to model a pair of CAHGM for parallel transmission were then calculated using the basic design parameters. And they are listed in Table 2 . According to Table 2 , if the pitch diameters are the same, the tooth number of CAHGM is less than that of spur gears, helical gears and circular arc gears, and the normal module of CAHGM is much larger than that of spur gears, helical gears and circular arc gears. So the bending stress of CAHGM is the least one in the four parallel-axis gearing mechanisms under the same loads. Meanwhile, the concave-convex tooth profile of CAHGM has large synthetic curvature radius which could greatly reduce the contacting stress like the circular arc gears. That is to say, CAHGM has higher bending strength and contacting strength than the other parallel-axis gearing mechanism. This merit is beneficial for the engineering application of CAHGM. Three-dimensional (3D) solid moulds of the driving and driven gears were modelled using the Pro/E software according to equations (18) and (21), respectively. Then, a pair of CAHGM was manufactured via rapid prototyping (RP) technology, as shown in Figure 11 .
Kinematic performance tests
Fabrication of the testing samples
Experimental setup and kinematic performance tests
A precision four-dimensional (4D) motion table was used for fixing the CAHGM, as shown in Figure 11 . In the experiments, u = 1808 to ensure the meshing between the two concave-convex circular arc profiles. When the direct current (DC) micro-motor was switched on, the driven gear was driven to rotate due to the meshing between the concave-convex circular arc profiles.
Experimental results and analysis
During the testing, the sampling frequency was set to 5 Hz, and the constant rotational speed of the DC micro-motor was 288°/s at a voltage of 6 V. The instantaneous gear ratios obtained through i 12 = v 1 =v 2 are shown in Figure 12 . The average gear ratio was determined to be 3.004, and it is very close to the theoretical gear ratio of 3. The relative error was 0.13%. The standard deviation was calculated to be 0.0185. The maximum variation was 0.002.
The relative errors are mainly caused by manufacturing errors, assembly errors and measurement errors. Despite these errors, the fabricated CAHGM was capable of achieving a continuous parallel-axis transmission with a stabile gear ratio.
Conclusion
The geometry design of the CAHGM used for parallel axes transmission with concave-convex circular arc profile is presented in this article. The meshing conditions of a pair of CAHGM for parallel transmission were revealed, and the effect of different impact factors on the contact ratio is studied based on a detailed theoretical analysis and numerical simulations. The parameter design for CAHGM is presented, and the experiment for kinematics performance of prototypes is carried out. The results indicate that the CAHGM can transmit rotation between parallel axes continuously. Based on the above studies, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The contact meshing between CAHGM for parallel axes is pure rolling, which avoids the relative sliding of two surfaces. 2. The matching way of concave to convex circular arc profiles has large synthetic curvature radius. CAHGM has higher bending strength and contact strength than the other parallel-axis gearing mechanism. 3. The contact ratio of CAHGM could be designed flexibly by changing value scope of parameter Dt and tooth number z 1 of the driving gear, and the theoretical value of the contact ratio could be greater than 4 or even more. Under the condition of contact ratio e greater than 1, the least tooth number of driving gear is one, which will highly expand the theoretical gear ratio and reduce the weight and size.
